Dear Customers of REAL GOLD online shop!
Here you can find all information about Affiliate bonus – marketing program
REAL GOLD that is available for our partners.
The program is a voluntary additional business offer for all the customers of
REAL GOLD online shop.
The primary activity of REALGOLD is the selling of investment gold bars
produced at the own refinery and also on the factories in Germany, Switzerland,
Hungary and Africa. To buy the REALGOLD products follow the link
www.1realgold.com or visit official sales offices.
Business value
We would like to present you brand new business program REALGOLD
which provides the following possibilities:

Investment gold store

Financial model of permanent passive income

Market place of business partners for creating of
profitable network business

The accumulation of gold bars savings
The REALGOLD model is for you if you think that:
1. «I would like to invest my money in profitable business and gain permanent
passive income! »
2. «I want to have a rest and watch my money working on me! I don’t want to
promote anything or to motivate anyone».
3. «I have accumulation for starting a business. But I don’t know what kind of
business I can start. That’s why I am looking for an experienced business partner who
could deal with promotion of a product or a service».
4. «I would like to get back my business investments on the first step of work».
5. «I have experience in network business. I like to work with clients and I know
how to sell. I would like to try myself in a new field but I don’t have enough resources for
starting my own business. »
6. «I don’t like to work for someone, I prefer to be independent. I want to have
permanent income without financial investments or temporary spending. The most
important thing is that I don’t want to risk! »
7. «I’ve never worked in network business and I’m very interested. I really want
to learn new things, meet new people and work in a team! »
8. «I want to increase and keep my assets safe».

You don’t have to mark suitable for you statements!
We are confident that every goal mentioned before could be reached by the
REALGOLD business model. The model combines the functions of business
partners searching tool and profitable network business.
REALGOLD is the first business model providing solutions for everyone
who wants to start profitable business.
Which business model can guarantee permanent income?
What product should be promoted on the market in order not to:

Be embarrassed in front of clients

Be responsible for clients health
How to become a part of a business without investments?
How to find useful business partners?
How can I find business partners if I have no skills for involving
people to my business?
How to increase and keep my assets safe?
How to avoid the risk of getting involved into financial pyramid?
REAL
Which business model can guarantee permanent income?
REAL GOLD is innovative business model for income earning on gold bars
sales level increasing as the result of personal work and active engagement of
every team member.
REALGOLD business model includes the success formula – up–to –date
model improvement with using of brand new business ideas developed by
professionals.
For the first time:

a leader goes behind his/her direct invitee and leads him to the
reward;

investments recovery right after the first placement of the order;

participants have the possibility to find business partners at the
special Labor Exchange website which consists of profiles from all over the
world what will help the participants to go international;

no qualification is required for getting the reward.

The business model of the Affiliate – marketing program consists of three
tiers of orders:
Silver business tier
Gold business tier
Platinum business tier
Silver business tier is designed for receiving 2.070 euro bonuses.
Gold business tier is designed for receiving 3.690 euro bonuses.
Platinum business tier is designed for receiving 8.500 euro bonuses.
We created the business concept which not only conforms to all
requirements but also gives the answers to the most important questions no one of
the present MLM companies could provide.
When will my investments be recovered?
Marketing program structure ensures the investments recovery right after the
first invitation on business structure1.
After what period of time being a participant of the program could I get
permanent income?
The income depends on the activity level of all the program participants but
not on the time of the joining.
How can I find business partners if I don’t want to deal with marketing?
The participants can find business partners who could handle advertising
issues on REALWORK Labor Exchange website which consists of marketing
and advertisement specialists' profiles.
Could I have the income without qualification?
Qualification is not mandatory to get through business tiers which means it
is not necessary for getting income. A partner gets a payment right after the first
order placed on a business tier2.
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In case of the repeat of a business tier the reward can be given only after closing of all 4 lower
level business places
2
The reward for the Gold tier could be received after the tier is closed.

Is it profitable for me to invite business partners to a business tier of my
leader?
REALGOLD is the only business model that provides two types of floating:
from a leader and from lower level partners. A leader manages his invited partners
and guides them to a reward. If you provide completing of a business tier for your
leader the leader and his team will help you to close your business tier after
reinvestment.
Does my income depend only on marketing and advertisement results?
There are 3 marketing phases of Affiliate bonus –marketing program
REAL GOLD which work at the same time:
o
o
o

the first order payment placed on a business tier;
the payments after leaving of tiers;
the reward payments for the leaders program.

Is the qualification mandatory for partners for fulfilling of business
tiers?
No, it’s not! The work results depend on a will of every partner to have
permanent income!
TERMS OF PARTICIPATION
To participate in the Affiliate bonus – marketing program “REAL
GOLD” and receive compensation for advertising of products and services
of the Company and recruitment of new customers it is necessary:
1)
to register on the Company’s website;
2)
to purchase a 500g., a 1.000g., a 2.500g., or a 3.000g. gold bar (or
gold bars the total weight of which is no less than 500g.,1.000g., 2.500g. or
3.000g) in online shop;
or
to pay deposit for a 500g., a 1.000g., a 2.500g., or a 3.000g. gold bar (or
gold bars the total weight of which is 500g. or 1.000g., 2.500 g. or 3.000g);
3)
to sign “Participation Agreement for the Affiliate bonus – marketing
program” with the Company.

Additionally it is necessary to send to the Company the package of the
following documents:
1)
a copy of an ID;3
2)
original of the signed “Purchase and sale contract”4 or “Deposit
agreement”5;
3)
a receipt on transferring money for the purchase of a gold bar (s), or
for the deposit for a gold bar (s) to another person6.
GOLD
What kind of product is presented?

product, which doesn’t need to be introduced,

product, which value increases over time,

product, which is in great demand,

product, which consumers are wealthy people,

product, which is rightly called noble.
Investment GOLD 999,9 bars
Gold investments reasons:
Gold is real money, all the rest is just promises!
Ultimate gold reserves on the Earth will be enough only for 20 years!
One of the biggest investment banks the Goldman Sachs forecasts the price
of gold will increase soon and the gold production will reach its peak!
The leader of gold mining companies Goldcorp also predicts increase of
gold global prices which is caused by:




shortage in supply of gold;
limitedness of new gold deposits;
exhaustibility and non renewability of gold.

Gold demand is rising around the world!

5 tons increase of general gold production volume;

central banks of many countries increased gold purchase
amount almost for 70 tons;

rising of wealth and demand for precious metals in Asia;

cultural aspects and rising popularity of gold.
3

All pages including residence status.
In case the full payment was provided.
5
In case the Deposit was paid.
6
In case of transferring money for the purchase of a gold bar (s), or for the deposit for a gold
bar(s) to another person.
4

How to avoid the risk of getting involved into financial pyramid?
About Real Gold Ltd profit
Real Gold Ltd is a company that provides services for investment gold bars
trading.
Company’s activity includes the whole range of activities related to the
manufacture, sale, storage and purchase of the highest level investment bars:

own gold refine;

sale of gold bars 999,9 by online shop and official sales offices;

sale of certified investment gold bars produced on leading
factories;

storage, delivery and online purchase of gold bars which were
bought in the company;

cooperation with gold mining companies in Africa.
The buyers of investment gold bars can take part in the Affiliate bonus –
marketing program REALGOLD. Sale price of gold bar depends on the exchange
value of gold at the time of purchase.
Real Gold Ltd is not an investment company. Real Gold Ltd main activity
is the sell of gold bar 999,9 via company's website online shop and official sales
offices
REALGOLD customers participate in the program only on their own will in
order to earn profit from the successful product and services advertising. The
participants can leave the program at any time.
Affiliate bonus – marketing program is an additional business offer for
REALGOLD customers. REALGOLD purchase procedure with the selling price is
available on the company's website and in sales offices and doesn’t depend on the
program participation results.
How to get into the business without any financial investments?
“Curator system”
Inside our unique system each partner chooses the level of participation in
the team based on their financial capabilities.
Anyone who would like to create profitable network business, find partners
in other regions and countries and get permanent passive income can set up their
own business structure by becoming a Curator for their partners.

“Curator”

financial investments;

manager functions: planning, supervision and management of
representative partners;

passive income from the activity of your partners after first
leave of a tier;

real quick profit;

profit in shape of euro bonuses can be used for investment gold
purchasing;

big income of your business structure activity;

advertisement and inviting of new partners is voluntary.
Everyone who is active, enterprising, experienced in network business but
doesn’t have enough money to become a part of the structure
Or
Everyone who is looking for permanent income, new experience and new
people BUT has no experience in network business and no possibility to invest into
own business structure
Through our REALWORK labor exchange you will be able to run for the
position of a POTENTIAL PARTNER and take a place next to the Curator team.
”POTENTIAL PARTNER”

zero start – up assets;

advertising activity;

real quick profit;

profit in shape of euro bonuses can be used for purchasing of
investment gold or withdrawal of funds to the account;

the possibility of creating your own structure;

the opportunity to become the Curator and find active partners
on the REALWORK labor exchange;
REALGOLD model takes into account the possibilities of different groups
of people who want to establish their own business and have permanent income.
Everyone can become a partner of the program and succeed in our network,
regardless of financial status, spare time or experience in MLM.
How to find useful business partners?
«REALWORK – business partners labor exchange»
For the first time we are creating online labor exchange for searching for
partners for successful network business.
REALWORK is a platform which keeps profiles database of candidates
offering themselves to participate in the structure as a Partner, who will be engaged
in advertisement.

Through our labor exchange:

business people who want to establish their own business in
REALGOLD network for getting high passive income will get access to a
database of potential partners and based on their profiles will find energetic
and active business partners;

experienced participants of the network business can offer
their services for creation of successful business structure directly to people
interested in receiving passive income in REALGOLD network;

enterprising people looking for alternative income sources
can also place their profiles to participate in the REALGOLD program as
active partners.
Through REALWORK labor exchange you could:

Find energetic active partners
You don’t need to look for active partners to develop your structure
anymore, we have done it for you. Candidates for participation in the
program themselves register their profiles on labor exchange and they are
waiting for your invitation

Propose your services to business team
During the program each partner can connect 7 active candidates from
Labor Exchange to their business structure. By placing your resume on our
website you get the opportunity to become a participant of the Affiliate
bonus – marketing program and create your own structure in the future.

Start your business without start – up capital and work
experience
Getting income from the program participation doesn’t depend on
time and financial conditions of entry into the business program but related
only to the personal activity of each member of the structure and the work of
the whole team.

Create useful global partners team
REALWORK database contains profiles of candidates from all over
the world. Our Labor Exchange widens the boundaries of partners searching.
You will be able to create an international business team and enter the
international market.
Thus the effectiveness of discussions about sale and looking for new
partners is increasing because:

you can offer permanent passive income of REALWORK Labor
Exchange active partners team to the person who has assets and strong will
to establish his own business

you can recommend to the person who does not have funds to
enter the program to register on the REALWORK website and offer himself
to Partners interested in active business structure participation. Furthermore,

each Partner who joined the REALWORK program passing to the golden
tier can become a Curator and invite Potential partners for the development
of their business structure.
How can I find business partners if I have no skills for involving people to
my business?
Labor Exchange
REALWORK Labor Exchange is a tool for effective search business
partners searching for «REALGOLD» program which contains

profiles of active candidates for participation in the program as
Potential partners of REALGOLD program;
How to become a Curator
Each participant of the REALGOLD program is able to connect to the
Partner structure a candidate invited from the REALWORK Labor Exchange
website and become a Curator or in the following cases:

when a Participant has bought a gold bar the total weight
of which is no less than 1.000g (or gold bars the total weight of which
is no less than or 1.000g );

when a Participant has paid the deposit for a gold bar the
total weight of which is no less than 1.000g (or gold bars the total
weight of which is no less than 1.000g);

every time when an order leaves a Silver tier and
advances to the first level of a Gold tier.
Orders of Potential Partners are placed on the top level of a Silver tier.
Curators don’t receive euro bonuses for orders of Potential Partners placed on a
Silver tier.
The maximum number of Partners who can be affiliated to one Curator is 77.
Potential Partners. The number and the conditions for affiliation.
Along with the purchase of a 1.000g. gold bar (or gold bars the total weight
of which is no less than 1.000g.), or with payment of deposit for a 1.000g., a
2.500g., or a 3.000g. gold bar (or for gold bars total weight of which is 1.000g.,
2.500g., or 3.000g.) a Partner of the Affiliate bonus – marketing program “REAL
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The number of potential Partners that can be invited to the structure in 1 month cannot exceed
2.

GOLD” gets an opportunity to invite 1 Potential Partner from the list of applicants
displayed on REAL WORK website.
All the rest of participants of the bonus – marketing program get an
opportunity to invite a Potential Partner as soon as their order advances to the first
level of a Gold tier.
The Partners from Labor exchange can invite 1 Potential Partner as soon as
their order advances to the first level of a Gold tier.
How to earn passive income in the network?
There are 3 marketing phases of Affiliate bonus – marketing program
REAL GOLD which work at the same time:
 the first order payment placed on a business tier;
 the payments after leaving of tiers;
 the reward payments for the leaders program.
You get paid for the first order placed on a business tier
Every Partner of the Affiliate bonus – marketing program gets euro bonuses
for the first direct invitation.
Thus:

Curators get their investments back right after the first order
placed on their tier.

Potential Partners get a reward for active connection of a
newcomer and become a Partner of the program.
Affiliate program for placing orders on business tiers
The business model of the Affiliate marketing program consists of three tiers
of orders:
Silver business tier
Gold business tier
Platinum business tier
Silver business tier is designed for receiving 2.070 euro bonuses.
Gold business tier is designed for receiving 3.690 euro bonuses.
Platinum business tier is designed for receiving 8.500 euro bonuses.

Placing orders on business tiers, depending on the weight of a
purchased gold bar.
Along with the purchase of a 500g. gold bar (or gold bars the total weight of
which is no less than 500g.), or with payment of the deposit of €690 for a 500g.
gold bar (or for gold bars total weight of which is 500g.) orders are placed on the
first level of a Silver tier of the leader.
Along with the purchase of a 1.000 g. gold bar (or gold bars the total weight
of which is no less than 1.000g.), or with payment of the deposit of €1.380 for a
1.000g. gold bar (or for gold bars total weight of which is 1.000g.) orders are
placed on the first level of a Gold tier of the leader.
Along with the purchase of a 2.500g. gold bar (or gold bars the total weight
of which is no less than 2.500g.), or with payment of the deposit of €3.690 for a
2.500g. gold bar (or for gold bars total weight of which is 2.500g.) 1 order is
placed on the first level of a Platinum tier of the leader and 1 order is placed on
the first level of a Silver tier of the leader.
Along with the purchase of a 3.000g. gold bar (or gold bars the total weight
of which is no less than 3.000g.), or with payment of the deposit of €4.380 for a
3.000g. gold bar (or for gold bars total weight of which is 3.000g.) 1 order is
placed on the first level of a Platinum tier of the leader and 1 order is placed on
the first level of a Gold tier of the leader.
One Partner can place only one order on a Silver, Gold or Platinum tier.

How tiers operate
Tiers consist of 2 levels: the first level and the top level.
There is 1 business place on the top level and it is always occupied by the
superior leader.
There

are

4

business

places

on

the

first

level.

All incoming Partner’s orders are placed on the first level of a tier in
accordance with the paragraph “Placing orders on business tiers, depending on
the weight of a purchased gold bar” of this Agreement.
All orders are placed on the first level of a tier under the leader. Orders are
arranged from left to right
Placing an order on a tier is carried out after the purchase or the full payment
of the Deposit has been completed. Customers can join the Affiliate bonus –
marketing program “REAL GOLD” at any moment.
Placing an order on a Platinum tier is carried out at the same time with
placing an order on Silver or a Gold tier, or in case the Partner has an order on a
Silver or a Gold tier.
Business places get filled with the following types of orders:

orders of all Partners who entered the tier;

orders of all participants registered under the leader’s ID
(direct invitees);

orders of all invitees of superior and junior Partners.

All incoming orders are placed on the first level of a business tier under the
Direct superior leader in accordance with the weight of a purchased gold bar (s), or
the amount of the Deposit.
If there is no Direct superior leader the Partner whose order is being
placed on a Silver tier can choose a business tier by indicating the ID of the
Participant with whom he/ she would like to be placed by filling in the field
“Select Partner”, otherwise the Partner will be automatically directed to the most
active business tier (the first to be completed).
If there is no Direct superior leader the Partner whose order is being
placed on a Gold or Platinum tier always follows any leader.
If there are no superior leaders on Gold or Platinum tiers the Partner
implements the order and indicates the ID of the participant with whom he/ she
would like to be placed by filling in the field “Select Partner”, otherwise the
Partner will be automatically directed to the most active business tier (the first to
be completed).
Passing business tiers. Conditions for receiving euro bonuses.
All incoming Partner’s orders are placed on the first level of a tier under the
leader in accordance with the paragraph “Placing orders on business tiers,
depending on the weight of a purchased gold bar” of this Agreement.
Along with the purchase of a 500g. gold bar (or gold bars the total weight of
which is no less than 500g.), or with payment of deposit of €690 for a 500g. gold
bar (or for gold bars total weight of which is 500g.) orders get placed on the first
level of a Silver tier of the leader.
Along with the purchase of a 1.000g. gold bar (or gold bars the total weight
of which is no less than 1.000g.), or with payment of deposit of €1.380 for a
1.000g. gold bar (or for gold bars total weight of which is 1.000g.) orders get
placed on the first level of a Gold tier of the leader.

Along with the purchase of a 2.500g. gold bar (or gold bars the total weight
of which is no less than 2.500g.), or with payment of deposit of €3.690 for a
2.500g. gold bar (or for gold bars total weight of which is 2.500g.) 1 order is
placed on the first level of a Platinum tier of the leader and 1 order is placed on
the first level of a Silver tier of the leader.
Along with the purchase of a 3.000g. gold bar (or gold bars the total weight
of which is no less than 3.000g.), or with payment of deposit of €4.380 for a
3.000g. gold bar (or for gold bars total weight of which is 3.000g.) 1 order is
placed on the first level of a Platinum tier of the leader and 1 order is placed on
the first level of a Gold tier of the leader.
An order is on the first level of a Silver business tier designed for
receiving 2.070 euro bonuses.

As the rest of business places of the first level of a Silver tier get filled, an
order advances to the top level of a Silver tier with 4 new free business places of
the first level emerged under it.

As the first order is placed on the first level, the Partner located on the top
level of a Silver tier receives 690 euro bonuses to a personal account.

As soon as the rest of 3 business places get filled the Partner located on the
top receives 1.380 euro bonuses to be used as reinvestment in transferring an order
to the first level of a Gold tier of the leader.

An order is on the first level of a Gold business tier designed for
receiving 3.690 euro bonuses.

As the rest of business places of the first level of a Gold tier get filled, an
order advances to the top level of a Gold tier with 4 new free business places of the
first level emerged under it.

As 4 business places of the first level of a Gold tier get filled, the Partner
located on the top level of a Gold tier receives 3.690 euro bonuses: from which 690
euro bonuses are used as a reinvestment in transferring an order to the first level of
a Silver tier of the direct invitee8;
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The Partner can choose a tier on which he/ she wants to place an order by filling in the field
"Select Partner".

Note!
The Partner who places his/her first order on a Gold business tier receives
euro bonuses in two stages: 1.380 euro bonuses are gained after the first order is
placed on the first level and 2.310 euro bonuses are gained as the rest 3 business
places of the first level of a Gold tier get filled from which 690 euro bonuses are
used as a reinvestment in transferring an order to the first level of a Silver tier of
the direct invitee.
An order is on the first level of a Silver tier of a direct invitee9
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If there is no direct invitee on the top level of a Silver tier, the Partner advances to a
business tier of his/her direct superior leader.
If there is no any superior leaders the Partner implements the order and indicates the ID
of the participant with whom he/ she would like to cooperate by filling in the field “Select
Partner” otherwise the Partner will be automatically directed to the most active business tier
( the first to be completed ).

As the rest of business places of the first level of a Silver tier of a direct
invitee get filled an order advances to the top level of a Silver tier with 4 new free
business places of the first level emerged under it.

As 4 business places are filled with orders the Partner located on the top
level of a Silver tier receives 2.070 euro bonuses: 1.380 euro bonuses go to a
personal account and 690 euro bonuses are used as a reinvestment in transferring
an order to the first level of a Silver tier of the leader.

An order is on the first level of a Silver tier of the leader.

Every time an order is placed on the first level of a Silver tier of a direct
leader the Partner passes business tiers in accordance with the paragraph “Passing
business tiers. Conditions for receiving euro bonuses” of this Agreement.
When orders are passing business tiers again euro bonuses are received only
after all 4 business places of the first level are filled with orders.
After reinvestment the Partner can place orders on a Platinum tier at any
time if there are no less than 3.000 euro bonuses in his/her personal account.
Passing a Platinum business tier. Conditions for receiving euro bonuses.
An order is on the first level of a Platinum tier of the leader designed for
receiving 8.500 euro bonuses.

As the rest of business places of the first level of a Platinum tier of the leader
get filled, an order from the first level advances to the top level of a Platinum tier
with 4 new free business places of the first level emerged under it.

As the first order is placed on the first level, the Partner located on the top
level of a Platinum tier receives 3.000 euro bonuses to a personal account.

As the rest of business places of the first level of a Platinum tier get filled,
the Partner located on the top level of a Platinum tier receives 5.500 euro bonuses:
from which 3.000 euro bonuses can be used as a reinvestment in transferring an
order to the first level of a Platinum tier of the superior leader.

After reinvestment in a Platinum tier euro bonuses are received only after all
4 business places of the first level are filled with orders.
NOTE!
After reinvestment orders of Curators do not advance to the first level of a
Silver tier of his/her Partner. Curator’s order advances to a Silver tier of a direct
invitee, who has paid for a business place. If there is no direct invitee on the top
level of a Silver tier, Curator advances to a business tier of his/her direct superior
leader in accordance with the paragraph “Passing business tiers. Conditions for
receiving euro bonuses” of “Participation Agreement for the Affiliate bonus –
marketing program”
Payments after leaving of tiers
When a tier is fulfilled every Participant receives euro bonuses to reinvest in
the next tier.
Thus:

Orders of Curators advance to the next tier on which the
amount of euro bonuses several times exceeds the sum of initial
investments.

Orders of Potential Partners advance to the next tier and a
Partner receives income with zero investment.

Partners receive 16.330 euro bonuses only after passing
the first range of business tiers.

Every participant can leave the program at any time and withdraw his/ her
initial payments10.
Reinvestment occurs in the following conditions:

when an order advances to the first level of a Gold tier from
the top level of a Silver tier;

when an order advances to the first level of a Silver tier of a
direct invitee or the leader (if there is no direct invitee on the top level of a
Silver tier) from the top level of a Gold tier

when an order advances to the first level of a Silver tier of the
leader from the top level of a Silver tier;

when an order advances to the first level of a Platinum tier of
the leader from the top level of a Platinum tier.
As soon as a Silver tier is completed and an order advances to the first level
of a Gold tier, the Partner receives 2.070 euro bonuses: 690 eurobonuses go to a
personal account and 1.380 euro bonuses are used as reinvestment in the first level
of a Gold tier of the leader.
As soon as a Gold tier is completed and an order advances to the first level
of a Silver tier of a direct invitee or the leader (if there is no direct invitee on the
top level of a Silver tier), the Partner receives 3.690 euro bonuses: 3.000 euro
bonuses go to a personal account and 690 euro bonuses are used as reinvestment in
the first level of a Silver tier of the leader.
As an order from the top level of a Silver tier advances to the first level of a
Silver tier of the leader the Partner receives 2.070 euro bonuses: 1.380 euro
bonuses go to a personal account and 690 euro bonuses are used as reinvestment in
the first level of a Silver tier of the leader.
As an order from the top level of a Platinum tier advances to the first level
of a Platinum tier of the leader the Partner receives 8.500 euro bonuses: 5.500
euro bonuses go to a personal account and 3.000 euro bonuses can be used as
reinvestment in the first level of a Platinum tier of the leader.
If the button “Reinvestment” is unchecked while an order is leaving a
business tier, the Partner’s personal account receives the amount of euro bonuses
that is equal to the sum that was spent to join the program.
If the button “Reinvestment” is unchecked while an order is leaving a
Platinum business tier, the Partner’s personal account receives 8.500 euro bonuses.
Thus a Partner can leave the program at any time and withdraw money.
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Except Partners from Labor Exchange.

Leadership program.
The Partner under a registration number of whom 7 directly invited Partners
(physical units) were registered can participate in the Leadership program.
Leadership program starts when the eighth invited Partner pays for his/her order.
Leadership program runs in parallel with the program aiming at filling tiers, and
functions independently.
Bonus compensation within the leadership program is awarded when orders
of invited Partners are placed on the first level of a tier.11.
Bonus compensation.
Leaders who participate in leadership program receive bonus compensation
every time when a new order is placed on any type of business tiers and when
invitees reinvest in the first level of a tier.
Position and bonus compensation within the leadership program depend
solely on the volume achieved by leaders and their Partners, i.e. on results, which
are estimated in standard units of career growth.
For one order placed on the first level of a Silver tier, leaders who have
participated in leadership program get 1 standard unit.
For one order placed on the first level of a Gold tier, leaders who have
participated in leadership program get 2 standard units.
For one order placed on the first level of a Platinum tier, leaders who have
participated in leadership program get 3 standard units.
When invitees reinvest in the first level of a Silver tier, leaders who have
participated in leadership program get 1 standard unit.
When invitees reinvest in the first level of a Gold tier, leaders who have
participated in leadership program get 2 standard units.
When invitees reinvest in the first level of a Platinum tier, leaders who
have participated in leadership program get 3 standard units.
In this case:
 Curator – leadership program participant receives a reward not only
for his invitations but also an invitation to Potential Partners and Partners
invited by Partners from the Labor Exchange
 Potential Partner could become the leadership program participant and
receive commissions from their product sales.

After the button “Reinvestment” is unchecked while an order is leaving a business – tier, the
Partner’s personal account doesn’t receive Bonus compensation.
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How to increase and keep assets safe?
REAL GOLD Company invites you to join a special program “Private gold
reserve” within which a Buyer gains gold bar as a free bonus from the Company
and receives beneficial conditions for accumulation of his/ her savings in gold bars.
“Private gold reserve” – is a special program in which participants
receive the following benefits:

a bonus gold bar the weight of which is equivalent to the
amount of €690, €1.380, €3.690,or €4.380 at the moment of carrying out the
purchase of a gold bar (s) or payment of deposit;

purchase of gold bars without VAT;

collection of gold bars without VAT;

opening and service of the gold account for free;

operative management of the account;

sale of gold accumulated on the account to the Company at any
time;

reward for leadership;

beneficial loan terms.
Accumulative program “Private gold reserve” is designed for the
accumulation of gold bars the total weight of which is no less than 560g. that were
purchased in Online shop of the Company and deposited into continuous storage in
the Company12. The purchase can be carried out in an infinite period of time.
Minimal period of participation in the program is not stated. The Partner can leave
the program, collect or sell his/ her Accumulative part at any time.
Private gold reserve of the Partner consists of Initial private gold reserve and
Accumulative part.
To participate in the Accumulative program “Private gold reserve” it is
necessary:
1) to register on the Company’s website;
2) to purchase a 500g.,a 1.000g.,a 2.500g., or a 3.000g. gold bar
(or gold bars the total weight of which is no less than
500g.,1.000g.,2.500g., or 3.000g) in online shop;
or
3) to pay deposit for a 500g., a 1.000g., a 2.500g., or a 3.000g.
gold bar (or gold bars the total weight of which is 500g., 1.000g.,
2.500g., or 3.000g);
4) to sign the “Participation Agreement on the accumulative
program Private gold reserve”.
Accumulative program “Private gold reserve” by REAL GOLD will allow
you not only to increase your assets, but also prevent your savings from inflation
12

The Company shall not accept the gold bar which was previously handed over to the Partner.

and tax losses, as well as to secure protection in case of health or life incidents.
Moreover, the Affiliate bonus –marketing program partners who participate in the
loyalty program “Private gold reserve” get additional benefits in the form of
leadership awards.
Join our REALGOLD team and get all the advantages that our Partners
have:

investment in the highest standard gold bars sold by
online shop and sales offices;

permanent passive income from the participation in
Affiliate bonus –marketing program REALGOLD;

fast and high qualified search for business partners who
develop their own business on the REALWORK labor exchange
website;

increasing and preservation of capital in the form of gold
bar as part of the bonus loyalty program “Private gold reserve” by
REALGOLD.
Receive permanent income and develop your own business regardless of
financial status and experience. The most important thing is the will to earn money
and get successful future!!

